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Abstract. Online visualization and computational steering has been an
active research issue for quite a few years. The use of high performance
scientific applications in heterogeneous computing environments still re-
veals many problems. With OViD we address problems that arise from
distributed applications with no global data access and present additional
collaboration features for distributed teams working with one simulation.
OViD provides an interface for parallel and distributed scientific appli-
cations to send their distributed data to OViD’s object pool. Another
interface allows multiple visualization systems to attach to a running
simulation, access the collected data from the pool, and send steering
data back.

1 Introduction

During the last couple of years parallel computing has evolved from a purely
scientific domain to industrial acceptance and use. At the same time, high per-
formance computing platforms have moved from parallel machines to highly
distributed systems. Highly distributed in the sense of different types of archi-
tectures - where architectures will include all from dedicated parallel machines
to single processor personal computers - within the global Internet. Parallel and
distributed scientific applications have been and are used within this context
mostly in a batch-oriented manner. Visualization of results , steering (changing
parameters) of the simulation and collaboration is done after the simulation run.
It has long been recognized that users would benefit enormously if an interactive
exploration of scientific simulations was possible.

Online interaction with scientific applications comprises online visualization,
steering and collaboration. Online visualization aims at continuously providing
the user with intermediate results of the simulations. This means that data for
the visualization system has to be provided at the runtime of the program.
The possibility of writing the results to files shall be excluded. There must be
interaction between the application and the visualization system. In Fig. 1 we can
see that some component is needed which is taking care of the communication
and data management. Data from the parallel application processes has to be
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Fig. 1. Interaction diagram between visualization systems and parallel applica-
tion

collected and distributed to any connected visualization system. If application
and visualization were directly coupled the huge data transfers that come with
high performance simulations would be a communication bottleneck.

interactive steering again requires interaction between the visualization sys-
tem and the parallel application processes. Parameters or other steering infor-
mation have to be sent to the different parallel processes according to the data
distribution. Steering also requires synchronization among parallel processes. If
there is more than one visualization system some token mechanism has to be
implemented to guarantee correct steering actions among all participants.

Collaboration between distributed teams is another aspect of interaction in
scientific computing. Users at different locations often want to discuss the behav-
ior or the results of a running simulation. To provide collaboration for interactive
simulations one can choose from different levels of difficulty. For many cases it
might already be sufficient to enable consistent visualization and steering for dis-
tributed User Interfaces (UI). Additional personal communication would then be
required via for example telephone. Which information needs to be shared among
the different UIs and how it can be managed, depends on what the users actually
want to be able to do with the software. Another look at Fig. 1 shows that we
need some sort of data management pool to distribute the data to anyone who
requests it.

The question now is how these features can be realized in todays heteroge-
neous computing environments. It is important that the features can be inte-
grated into already existing applications and visualization systems with reason-
able effort. The system must be platform-independent, extendible and efficient.
We will show the features of our system OVID along with descriptions of its
components and use.
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2 Related Work

We look at some of the related work with respect to the above mentioned features
as well as to the kinds of applications that are supported by the systems.

CUMULVS was developed in the Computer Science and Mathematics Di-
vision at Oak Ridge N ational Laboratory [8]. It was designed to allow online
visualization and steering of parallel PVM applications with an AVS viewer. An
additional feature it provides is a fault-tolerance mechanism. It allows to check-
point an application and then restart from the saved state instead of completely
re-running from the start.

Applications are assumed to be iterative and contain regular data structures.
These data structures are distributed in an HPF1-like manner. Applications have
to be instrumented with library calls to define data for visualization, steering,
and checkpointing, as well as their storage and distribution. At the end of each
iteration the data transfer to the visualization system is initiated.

CUMULVS allows to attach multiple viewers to an application. Yet, since a
synchronization between application and viewer is required for data exchange,
this can heavily influence the performance of the application.

CSE is the abbreviation for Computational S teering Environment and is
developed at the Center for Mathematics and Computer Science in Amsterdam
[1].

The CSE system is designed as a client/server model consisting of a server
called the data manager and separate client processes, i.e satellites. The latter
are either an application (which is packaged into a satellite) or different user
interfaces. The data manager acts as a blackboard for the exchange of data values
between the satellites. The satellites can create, open, close, read, and write
variables in the data base. Therefore steering is implemented by explicit changing
the values in the data manager. Special variables are used for synchronization
of the satellites.

SCIRun is the developed by the Scientific Computing and Imaging group
at the University of Utah. The system is designed as a workbench or so-called
problem solving environment for the scientific user to create, debug, and use
scientific simulations [2].

SCIRun was mainly designed for the development of new applications but
also allows to incorporate existing applications. It is based on a data flow pro-
gramming model with modules, ports, data types, and connections as its ele-
ments. The user can create a new steering application via a visual programming
tool. Modules generate or update data types (as vectors or matrices) which are
directed to the next module in the flow model via a port. Connections finally are
used to connect different modules. If the user updates any of the parameters in a
module the module is re-executed and all changes are automatically propagated
to all downstream modules. There are predefined modules for monitoring the
application and data visualization.

1 High Performance Fortran
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The system so far runs on machines that have a global address space. There is
work in progress to also support distributed memory machines. No collaboration
is possible among different users.

3 OViD

OViD has been developed according to the following design aspects. We provide
an open interface architecture for different parallel and distributed appli-
cations as well as varying visualization systems. Regarding this, simplicity and
extensibility are the main aspects. The system must run on heterogeneous
parallel and distributed computing environments. Multiple levels of
synchronization between parallel applications and visualization systems are
needed. To detect for example errors in the simulation it might be necessary to
force a tight coupling whereas in production runs a short runtime of the pro-
gram is wanted. Multiple visualization front-ends must be able to attach to
OViD. As we have shown before, it is often necessary to debate simulation results
among distributed experts. Steering requires basic collaboration functionality.

We designed OViD to be an environment for developers and users of parallel
scientific simulations. Special emphasis is laid on parallel applications that con-
tain irregular and dynamic data structures and that run on distributed memory
multiprocessor machines. We point this out since it holds a major difficulty to
provide data that is irregularly distributed over parallel processes. The visual-
ization system normally requires information about the global ordering of the
data since. Post-processing tools are normally designed for sequential applica-
tions and should be independent any kind of data distribution in the running
application. Global information about the data is often not available on any of
the parallel processes. Also, it would be a major performance bottleneck if one
process would have to collect all distributed data and send it to a visualization
system or a component in between.

3.1 OViD Architecture

Fig. 2 shows the components of OViD. Central instance is the OViD server with
its object manager (omg) and communication manager (cmg). The server is the
layer between the parallel processes and any number of attached visualization
systems. During runtime of the simulation the latter can dynamically attach to
and detach from OViD.

There is one communication process (comproc) on each involved host (e.g.
host n) of the parallel machine which is responsible for all communication be-
tween the parallel simulation processes and OViD. This process spawns a new
thread for each communication request between one parallel process and OViD.

cmg handles all communication between the communication processes (com-
proc) on the application side in a multi-threaded manner. For each communica-
tion request of a comproc it creates a new thread. Therefore, communication is
performed concurrently for all parallel processes and can be optimized if OViD
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Fig. 2. OViD - Architecture

is running on a SMP machine. The multi-threading cmg has the advantage that
the client processes are not blocked when sending their often large data sets.

Received data is stored in omg which can be viewed as a database. At the
initialization phase all parallel processes send meta-information describing the
source of the data, its type and size. This way, global information about the data
objects which is needed for visualization is built in omg. During the running
simulation each parallel process sends its part of the global data object to OViD
(see Fig.3). Multiple instances (the number can be specified and altered by the
user of the simulation) of the data objects can be stored in omg.

On the other side the different visualization tools (VIZ ) can send requests
to attach to OViD, start or re-start a simulation, get information about the
available data objects, select specific data objects, send steering information,
stop a simulation, detach from OViD, and more.

When steering information - which can either be a single parameter or a
whole data object - is sent back to OViD, the data is distributed back to comproc
on each host. The comproc creates a new thread for each communication with
OViD. Steering causes synchronization among the parallel processes because it
must be ensured that they receive the steering information in the same iteration.
The comproc on each machine handles this synchronization among all comprocs
and among the parallel processes he has to manage.

As for collaboration features, we allow multiple users at different sites to
observe and steer a running simulation. If changes are performed on the data
in the visualization system, we do not propagate these updates to any other
visualization system. The users have to take care of consistent views themselves if
theses are needed for discussions. Therefore we do not claim to be a collaboration
system.
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Fig. 3. Data exchange between parallel processes , OViD, and visualization sys-
tem

Each VIZ can send requests to receive data objects to OViD. Only one VIZ
can start the simulation, which is enforced by a token mechanism. A user can
request a token at any time and is then able to send steering information to the
parallel application. As long as the token is locked, no other user influences the
simulation. He still can change the set of data objects he wants to observe and
move back and forth among the stored data objects in OViD.

OViD provides an open interface model for parallel and distributed appli-
cations to be online interactive. There are two interfaces, one for the parallel
application and one for a visualization system. An application has to be instru-
mented with calls to the OViD library. The data objects of interest for the user
of the simulation program have to be defined as well as so-called interaction
points. Interaction points are locations in the program where the defined data
takes consistent values and where steering information can be imported.

It is possible to restart a parallel application with values coming from OViD
instead of initial values from input files. OViD can serialize the stored data and
write it to files. This features can be used for checkpointing purposes. After
reading it from a file, OViD can send the data back to a parallel application.
The parallel program must be modified to be able to start with data coming
from OViD. Since it is possible to select the data that is transfered to OViD
during a simulation run, it must be clear though that an application can only
restart with values from OViD if they have been stored there previously.

The other interface to the visualization system replaces in part the tool’s
file interface. Information like the geometry of a simulation model will still be
read from files. For online visualization the file access must be replaced by calls
to OViD. All steering functionality can either be integrated into the tool, or
a prototype user interface which has been developed by us can be used. The
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interface model basicly allows any existing visualization tool to connect to a
parallel and distributed simulation. To integrate all functionality of OViD, the
source code of the visualization must be available.

One major design aspect for OViD has been platform independence. As
stated in the beginning of this paper, parallel applications mostly run in hetero-
geneous environments. We therefore developed OViD in Java. CORBA is used
as the communication platform for the whole system.

4 OViD with a Parallel CFD Simulation

Within the research project SEMPA2, funded by the BMBF3[5], the industrial
CFD package TfC, developed and marketed by AEA Technology, GmbH was
parallelized. The software can be applied to a wide range of flow problems, in-
cluding laminar and turbulent viscous flows, steady or transient, isothermal or
convective, incompressible or compressible (subsonic, transonic and supersonic).
Application fields include pump design, turbomachines, fans, hydraulic turbines,
building ventilation, pollutant transport, combustors, nuclear reactors, heat ex-
changers, automotive, aerodynamics, pneumatics, ballistics, projectiles, rocket
motors and many more. TfC solves the mass momentum and scalar transport
equations in three-dimensional space on hybrid unstructured grids. It implements
a second order finite volume discretization. The system of linear equations that is
assembled in the discretization phase is solved by an algebraic multigrid method
(AMG).

TfC has four types of elements that are defined by their topology: hexahe-
dral, wedge, tetrahedral and pyramid elements each of which has its specific
advantages. Any combination of these element types can form a legal grid. Grid
generation is the task of experienced engineers using advanced software tools.
Unstructured grids cannot be represented by regular arrays. They need more
complex data structures like linked lists (implemented in Fortran arrays) to
store the node connectivity.

TfC is parallelized according to the SPMD model. Each parallel process ex-
ecutes the same program on a subset of the original data. The data (model
geometry) is partitioned based on the nodes of the grid since the nodal connec-
tivity information is implicit in the data structures of the program. Also, the
solver in TfC is node based. The parallel processes only allocate memory for
the local grid plus overlapping regions, never for the complete grid. Therefore,
global node numbers have to be stored to map neighboring overlap nodes to the
processes’ local memory.

The parallelization of large numerical software packages has two main rea-
sons. One is the execution time of the applications and the other is the problem
size. Larger geometries can be computed by partitioning the problem and solving
it in parallel. The performance of the parallel program must still be good when
2 Software Engineering Methods for Parallel and Distributed Applications in Scien-
tific Computing

3 German Federal Ministry of Education, Science, Research, and Technology
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online visualization and steering is applied. The question is therefore how OViD
influences the runtime of the parallel application.

We present a typical test-case of ParTfC for the evaluation of OViD. More
details about the parallelization, speedup measurements, and other results of
ParTfc with different test-cases can again be found in [5]. Fig. 4 shows the
surface grid (4 partitions) of a spiral casing.

Fig. 4. Partitioned surface grid (4 partitions) for the turbulent flow in a spiral
casing.

The sequential grid of an example geometry (the turbulent flow in a spiral
casing) has 265.782 nodes (see also Tab. 1). We consider 4 parallel processes
which are sending 4 flow variables (U, V, and W from the momentum equations
as well as P from the mass conservation equation) to OViD at each time-step. If
they are stored in 64bit format about 2.1 MByte of data have to be transfered
by each process per time-step to OViD. We used 4 Sun Ultra10 workstations
with 300MHz Ultra-SPARC IIi processors and 200MB memory connected over
a 100Mbit network for our tests. OViD is running on a 4 processor Sparc Enter-
prise450 Ultra4 with 3GB memory.

Nr. of Processes Nr. of Nodes CFD-Time Nr. of Time-steps CFD-Time/Time-step

4 265782 1117s 5 223.4s

Table 1. Test confuguration

Tab. 1 shows in column 3 the CFD-time that is used by each parallel process
for the computation of 5 time-steps. We are now measuring the time that is
needed for the initialization phase of the program as well as the time to send
different sizes of data to the comproc and OViD (see Tab. 2). Before it is sent to
OViD, the data is compressed by the comprocs. The last column shows the time
that is needed to request steering information from OViD. This information is
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sent from OViD to the comprocs and then after a synchronization process among
them sent to the parallel application processes.

Number of Bytes Init-Phase Send to comproc Send to OViD Receive SteeringParam.

1MByte 00:01,128s 00:01,608s 00:01,954s 00:03,436s

2MByte 00:01,132s 00:2,304s 00:02,473s 00:03,529s

4MByte 00:01,147s 00:05,720s 00:05,048s 00:03,852s

8MByte 00:01,153s 00:13,08ss 00:12,127s 00:03,984s

Table 2. Measured time for different amounts of data

The time that is needed for the exchange of data either from the parallel
application to OViD or vice versa must be compared with the execution time of
the CFD-part. This comparison can be found in Tab. 3 where the percentage of
different communication phases are compared to that time.

CFD-Time Percentage Init Percentage Send Percentage Receive

223.4s 0.65% 1.03% 1.57%

Table 3. Comparison of CFD-time and OViD-time

5 Conclusion and Future Work

With OViD we have developed an interactive visualization and steering system
with additional collaboration features. OViD’s open interface architecture can
integrate different parallel and distributed applications as well as application-
specific visualization tools to an online interactive system. OViD’s platform inde-
pendence helps to make these applications available in heterogeneous computing
environments. Its multi-threaded client/server architecture allows to observe and
steer even large parallel programs with good performance. Various features like
choosing between synchronization levels or changing the number and frequency
of transfered data objects makes OViD a valuable environment for developers
and users of high performance scientific applications. OViD can be used in a
wider area of numerical simulation software than for example CUMULVS [8],
SCIRun [2], or CSE [1].

Regarding parallelization, OViD can support the developer in his work. Er-
rors in parallel programs that result from a wrong data mapping between neigh-
boring partitions (of a grid model) can lead to a non-converging solution. Also
the integration of new numerical models can lead to false numerical behavior.
With OViD’s online visualization such errors can be located and pursued further.
Research will done on coupling OViD with a parallel debugger.
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To expand the collaboration features of OViD we also started a coopera-
tion with the group of Vaidy Sunderam at the Math and Computer Science
department of Emory University. Their project CCF (Collaborative Computing
Frameworks)[7] provides a suite of software systems, communications protocols,
and tools that enable collaborative, computer-based cooperative work. CCF con-
structs a virtual work environment on multiple computer systems connected over
the Internet, to form a Collaboratory. In this setting, participants interact with
each other, simultaneously access and operate computer applications, refer to
global data repositories or archives, collectively create and manipulate docu-
ments or other artifacts, perform computational transformations, and conduct
a number of other activities via telepresence. A first step will be to provide a
collaborative simulation environment for ParTfC based on CCF and OViD.
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